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Most varieties of Dargwa (East Caucasian) possess pharyngealization as a syllable-level feature which
is realized on vowels and consonants. The range of phonemes that can carry the pharyngealization
feature varies across dialects, with some having as few as a single vowel with a pharyngealized variant
(Standard Dargwa), and others having all vowels with pharyngealized counterparts (Kubachi).
This phenomenon1 is also found in Shiri, whose system is rather typical for Dargwa: among vowels,
only /a/ and /u/ can be pharyngealized, while consonants that can carry the pharyngealization feature
are mainly uvulars (/q/, /qʼ/, /qː/, /ʁ/, /χ/, /χː/). The phonemes /ʡ/ and /ħ/ have a special status in that the
syllable in which they are found is always pharyngealized. In fact, /ħ/ can be regarded as the
pharyngealized variant of /h/, as seen from the following behaviour of the directional prefix ha- ‘up’:
ha- + b-ax- ‘go (ipfv.)’ → ha-b-ax- ‘go up (ipfv.)’, but ha- + #qʼˁ- ‘go (pfv.)’ → ħa̰qʼˁ- ‘go up (pfv.)’. In
this example, pharyngealization spreads from the root consonant qʼˁ to the preverb ha- which
transforms to ħa̰-. As for /ʡ/, it can similarly be treated as a pharyngealized variant of the glottal stop
/ʔ/, as they are always in complimentary distribution depending on the quality of the neighbouring
vowel.
This kind of pharyngealized syllable in Shiri regularly corresponds to pharyngealization in other
varieties, e.g.: ʁʷˁira ‘hare’ (cf. Std. ʕaˁra, Megeb ʡuˁri, Khuduts ʁˁura), qʷˁa̰b ‘neck’ (cf. Std. qaˁb
etc.), na̰qˁ ‘hand’ (cf. Std. naˁɢ, Khuduts naqˁ etc.), ša̰ri ‘pond, standing water’ (cf. Khuduts šaˁr, Tanti
šaˁri; but see also Std., Megeb šara without pharyngealization).
However, a feature of Shiri that makes it unique among known Dargwa varieties is the existence of a
second type of “pharyngeal colouring” on vowels, which I will provisionally call secondary
pharyngealization and mark by umlaut (/ä/). This colouring is acoustically similar to “normal”
(primary) pharyngealization, but, while the latter produces a centering-like effect, the former leads to
fronting. It occurs only on vowels /a/ and /u/. Unlike primary pharynealization, secondary
pharyngealization never spreads to other syllables and does not occur on consonants; it can be regarded
as phonemic. Remarkably, the vowels where it occurs are in most other varieties accompanied by the
phoneme /ʕ/ or /ħ/, both corresponding to Proto-Dargwa *ʕ. The loss of *ʕ in Shiri is apparently what
leads to this “secondary pharyngealization”. Some examples are: ü (obl. stem ä-) ‘thou’ (cf. Std. ħu, ħe; Khuduts ʕü, ʕä-; Kubachi u, a-), üli ‘eye’ (cf. Std. ħuli, Khuduts ʕul, Kubachi uli), üzara ‘mosquito’
(cf. Duakar ʕizar), sːä ‘measure for dough’ (cf. Khuduts saʕ, Tsudakhar saˁħ etc.), wär ‘seven’ (cf. Std.
werħ-el, Myurego erħal, Khuduts weˁr, Icari weːr) , äčːa ‘she-goat’ (cf. Std. ʕeža, Kubachi ičːa,
Khuduts ʕečːa, Chirag ʕaˁčːa), äqʼ ‘herd’ (cf. Std. ħenqʼ, Khuduts ʕaqʼ, Icari aqʼ), ärkʼʷ ‘river’ (cf. Std.
ħerkʼ), mä ‘brain’ (cf. Std. meħe, Megeb meħʷa, Khuduts maʁ), ħänzi (pl. ħünzbi) ‘apple’ (cf. Std. ʕinc,
Khuduts ħinc, Megeb inc). An especially important example is the minimal pair bä ‘edge’ (cf. Megeb
beh) and ba̰ ‘face’ (cf. Megeb daˁʜ), which demonstrates that the difference between /a̰/ and /ä/ is
phonemic.
Most native speakers seem conscious of the distinction between primary and secondary
pharyngealization. When using the Standard Dargwa spelling, some of them attempt to render it by
preceding the pharyngealized vowel by a letter for the phonemes ʡ/ʕ (e.g. ссгӀэ for sːä), which is in
curious agreement with the origin of these vowels, but does not probably represent any acoustic or
phonological reality.
The following chart displays mean F1 and F2 averages for a sample of 108 sounds recorded from a
single male speaker:
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In the practical transcription for Shiri, I mark pharyngealization by tilde under vowels and by the IPA pharyngealization
sign /ˁ/ on consonants.

From this graph one can see, first of all, a very clear distinction between /u/, /uˁ/ and /ü/. While the
pharyngealized /uˁ/ is centered compared to the plain vowel, and can phonetically be rendered as [oˁ],
the secondary /ü/ is strongly fronted, being close to IPA [ʉˁ].
As for the varieties of /a/, the situation is more complex. Both are somewhat fronted, but /ä/ is more
so, acoustically being close to IPA [æˁ] or even [ɛˁ]; /aˁ/ is an open vowel and can be regarded as IPA
[ɐˁ].
Crucially, the acoustic data demonstrate that neither /ä/ nor /ü/ can be regarded as ordinary
pharyngealized variants of existing vowels. The simplest case is /ü/: its position in the chart cannot
correspond to any other plain vowel than /u/; since /u/ already has a pharyngealized variant, we are
forced to postulate an additional vowel. As for /ä/, in principle it could be treated as pharyngealized /e/,
and indeed, it does correspond to such a vowel in some dialects (cf. Shiri äla, Std. ħela ‘thy’).
However, it is acoustically quite far off. Furthermore, the fact that /ä/ and /ü/ share the same pharyngeal
feature is demonstrated by their participation in the standard ablaut /a/ → /u/ in the plural, cf. äqʼ ‘herd’
→ üqʼri ‘herds’.
While the exact articulatory nature of secondary pharyngealization is yet to be established, its
existence seems rather certain, and does not have any clearly described counterparts in other Dargwa
varities. Typologically, the existence of two kinds of pharyngealization-like features is also unusual. In
the talk, I will discuss the acoustic data in more detail, and provide an account of the sound
correspondences between Shiri secondary pharyngealized vowels and the sounds in other varieties of
Dargwa.

